Errors in spreadsheets pose a serious problem for organizations and academics. This has resulted in ongoing efforts to devise measures for reducing errors or efficient ways of correcting them. Visualization tools are often advertised as means for improving spreadsheet error correction performance. This study investigates the role of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction. For this purpose, this study proposes a framework for classifying activities associated with spreadsheet error correction. The framework is to highlight the activities that are important for correcting different types of spreadsheet errors, and to show how different visualization tools can aid error correction by effectively supporting these activities. By identifying "chaining" as one of the most important activities from the framework, this study uses cognitive fit theory to examine the effects of a visualization tool that supports chaining on spreadsheet error correction performance. Experimental methodology is used to test the outcome of cognitive fit between the error correction task and the visualization tool. The results of the experiment highlight the importance of cognitive fit between the type of task and the visualization tool for attaining better performance. This study also provides guidelines for designing and developing tools for spreadsheet error correction.
Introduction
After nearly three decades of spreadsheet use throughout organizations and various business functions, errors in spreadsheets are still common and often lead to serious consequences (Ayalew et al., 2000; Chan, 2004; Clermont et al., 2002; Panko, 2005; Panko and Halverson, 1996; . A summary of reported spreadsheet audits since 1995 indicates that 94 percent of the audited spreadsheets had errors, with an average error rate of 5.2 cells per hundred cells (Panko, 2006) . The critical nature of spreadsheet errors and their consequences is underlined by the fact that there are professional and academic organizations (such as the European Spreadsheet Risks Interest Groups or EuSpRIG 1 ) dedicated to spreadsheet research.
The EuSpRIG website reports a number of recent occurrences of spreadsheet errors in the public domain and the consequences of such errors. For instance, in 2006, spreadsheet errors resulted in wrong tender award decisions in the Office of Government Commerce in the United Kingdom, and the Columbia Housing Authority in the United States incurred expenses amounting to more than $200,000 because of errors that overpaid landlords and allocated too much room to tenants. Spreadsheet errors have resulted in the loss of financial control, public embarrassment for organizations and individuals, legal challenges, bad press, exposure to public audit, political embarrassment, and damage to careers (EuSpRIG, 2007) .
Given the severity of errors in spreadsheets and their consequences, research has been directed toward finding ways to alleviate the problem. Researchers have proposed strategies to reduce the occurrence of errors during spreadsheet development and for faster identification and correction of errors in existing spreadsheets. However, for spreadsheet users, the main method of checking and correcting spreadsheets is the same as that was practiced when spreadsheets were first introduced about three decades ago -users have to read through and analyze the textual formulas in the spreadsheet cells to identify errors. This process of error correction in spreadsheets is not only extremely tedious and difficult, but also quite error-prone (Panko, 1999; Panko and Sprague, 1998; Teo and Lee-Partridge, 1999) .
Researchers have often advocated the use of visualization support or visualization tools to prevent spreadsheet errors as well as aid in their identification and correction (Chadwick et al., 2001; Chan et al., 2000; Clermont, 2003; Davis, 1996; Igarashi et al., 1998; Lentini et al., 2000; Rajalingham et al., 2000; Sajaniemi, 2000) . As such, existing spreadsheet research is often based on a software engineering perspective, with the primary objective of designing and developing tools that can help prevent errors during spreadsheet development or make them easier to identify for correction later on (e.g., Burnett et al., 2002; Chadwick et al., 2001; Hendry and Green, 1993) . However, most of the suggested visualization tools were developed as research prototypes and lacked empirical support and validation, and hence have not gained widespread acceptance (Chan, 2004) .
In the information systems (IS) literature, spreadsheet research has primarily focused on identifying ways of improving user performance in spreadsheet error correction, and findings have suggested that domain knowledge and spreadsheet expertise can affect performance in spreadsheet error correction (Galletta et al., 1993) , and that different representations of the spreadsheet can result in differing error correction performance (Galletta et al., 1996; 1997) . Other research (Chan et al., 2000; Chan, 2004) has investigated the role of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction and found that visualization tools lead to better performance for certain kinds of errors, but not necessarily for all error types. While previous IS research indicates that error correction performance in spreadsheets can depend on the presentation format, or the visualization tool used, a theoretical explanation as to why and how this happens is lacking. This often makes it difficult to interpret and extend the findings in a coherent manner for future research and practice. Consequently, spreadsheet research has received relatively sparse attention in the IS research arena, even though there has been no decline in the incidence of errors in spreadsheets (Panko, 2005) .
Therefore, the objective of this paper is to examine the effects of visualization tools on spreadsheet error correction. A theoretically grounded knowledge of how visualization tools support spreadsheet error correction could help researchers gain a better understanding of the phenomenon and assist software developers in designing and developing more effective spreadsheet visualization tools. As a theoretical basis, this study adopts cognitive fit theory (Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) and the extended cognitive fit model (Sinha and Vessey, 1992) , in particular, to explain how a visualization tool supports spreadsheet error correction by helping to achieve cognitive fit between the tool and the task. It starts with analyzing spreadsheet error correction 2 to understand the activities involved in the process. We propose an activity framework for classification of the spreadsheet error correction activities. The main purpose of the framework is to help identify different kinds of visualization tools that can be targeted toward each activity in the framework.
We select chaining activity -one of the core activities of the framework -for further analysis. Chaining is considered one of the most important activities involved in spreadsheet error correction (Ballinger et al., 2003; Chan et al., 2000; Igarashi et al., 1998; Shiozawa et al., 1999; Sajaniemi, 2000) . Using a prototype visualization tool developed for this research and laboratory experiment as the research methodology, this study empirically investigates the effect of visualization support on the time users take to correct spreadsheet errors. This study thus aims to advance theoretical understanding of the role of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction and to offer practical suggestions for developing and upgrading visualization tools.
The text is organized as follows: The next section constitutes the conceptual body of this paper and elaborates on the activity framework, chaining activity, how visualization tools can be used to support the chaining activity, and the effect of visually-supported chaining activity on error correction performance. Cognitive fit theory (Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991 ) is used to develop hypotheses for the study. We then describe the research methodology, analyze the experimental results, and discuss the theoretical and practical implications of the study along with its limitations. The paper concludes with a summary of contributions.
Conceptual Background

A Framework for Spreadsheet Error Correction
In order to examine the effect of visualization tools on spreadsheet error correction, we first analyze the process and the activities involved in spreadsheet error correction. For this purpose, this study adopts the work of Ellis (1989) , who identified six major characteristics or patterns in information seeking: starting, chaining, browsing, differentiating, monitoring, and extracting. These are the activities involved in information search and retrieval. This framework of activities has been applied extensively to explain general literature search activities for different groups of users, such as social science researchers (Ellis, 1989) , engineers, and research scientists in an industrial setting (Ellis and Haugan, 1997) . It has also been used to provide recommendations for the design of interactive information retrieval systems (Belkin et al., 1995) , and for the experimental evaluation of such information retrieval systems (Borlund, 2000) . Choo et al. (1999) showed that the activities involved in web browsing are very similar to those in information search and retrieval, and that the original activity framework can be extended to web browsing.
In spreadsheet error correction, users typically are given a spreadsheet in which they have to search for, identify, and correct errors. Searching is an important aspect of spreadsheet error correction, and there are likely to be similarities between the activities involved in spreadsheet error correction and the six major activities involved in other forms of information seeking. For instance, during a web search, a user begins by identifying websites that contain information of interest; similarly, starting error correction in a spreadsheet typically involves the user browsing through a large number of cells to identify those that are likely to have errors and require a closer check. In literature searches as well as web searches, after identifying the sources with information of interest, a user has to follow up on references or links to find related materials or websites. Similarly, for spreadsheet error correction, after identifying cells that call for closer inspection, the user has to follow cell references in the formulas to identify related cells, i.e., perform the chaining activity.
Browsing in the context of spreadsheet error correction typically constitutes a general undirected scanning of cells. Based on the nature of the spreadsheet and the purpose that it serves, the user might have to differentiate cells based on their properties or the roles they play in formulas. For example, some cells can be input cells, some can be output cells, and some can play the role of decision variables in formulas. Monitoring involves keeping track of the changes made in the spreadsheet and their impact on various cells. In the context of spreadsheet correction, monitoring involves observing the effect of corrections made in the existing formulas or cell values on other spreadsheet cells. To be able to understand the structure of a spreadsheet and form logical units of groups of cells, users have to extract information from the spreadsheet cells. Thus, we find that for each activity from the activity framework for information seeking, there is a parallel activity in the domain of spreadsheet error correction. Hence, Ellis' (1989) activity framework can be adapted and applied to spreadsheet error correction. The first row of Table 1 shows the activities from the original framework, while the second row shows the corresponding activities associated with spreadsheet error correction. Choo et al. (1999) This study is the first attempt to systematically categorize and delineate spreadsheet error correction activities by proposing the activity framework. The framework serves as a structure to classify spreadsheet error correction activities and identify different kinds of visualization tools that can be targeted toward each activity. To provide some initial validation of the usefulness of the framework, a few existing visualization tools are reviewed and mapped to the activities of the framework. Being able to do this indicates that prior research and commercial developments in spreadsheets already have directly or indirectly taken into account some of the activities of the framework. The visualization tools outlined here are more for indicative purposes rather than to provide an exhaustive list of all available tools.
• Starting: When users begin error correction on a spreadsheet, it can be difficult to decide where to start. Some visualization tools aim to help users identify interesting cells to start with. For instance, a visualization tool suggested by Chan et al. (2000) highlights cells within a selected spreadsheet area that do not follow the standard guideline of adopting a top-down and left-right structure for spreadsheet design. Another tool (Chan et al., 2000) points out cells within a selected spreadsheet area that either are not connected to any other cells or are end points in a spreadsheet model. When auditing spreadsheets, these cells are important because they are either the bottom line values in the given spreadsheet or can be error points that need to be connected further.
• Chaining: A spreadsheet cell can contain a formula that refers to other cells. For example, cell A1 may have a formula "=B1+C1" that refers to cells B1 and C1. The chaining activity involves identifying the precedent or dependent cells of any given spreadsheet cell. A visualization tool that (Igarashi et al., 1998 ).
• Browsing: Users often spend a substantial amount of time simply browsing through or scanning cells without a definite aim. Tools that support this activity include Microsoft Excel's functions for adjusting display size, row width, and column height to fit some data into a screen for easier browsing.
• Differentiating: Typically involves the classification of cells based on certain properties. For example, a visualization tool in Chan et al. (2000) colors cells according to the input-processoutput model. The CogMap tool by Hendry and Green (1993; 1994) helps in visually describing or expressing the overall structure of a spreadsheet using different tags, links, and colors. Davis (1996) describes a data dependency tool that shows cells as inputs, outputs, decision variables, parameters, or formulas.
• Monitoring: During the process of error correction in spreadsheets, users may want to keep track of cells that already have been tested, the changes made in spreadsheet cells, and the impact of these changes on other cells. For example, the 'What You See Is What You Test' (WYSIWYT) methodology of spreadsheet testing suggested by Burnett et al. (2002) helps users monitor the cells that they have already checked, as well as monitor the effect of corrections on other affected cells.
• Extracting: Some visualization tools aid in extracting information from the original spreadsheet cells. The S2 visualization tool by Sajaniemi (2000) highlights the dataflow of spreadsheets between areas containing formulas and identifies groups of cells that seem to form logical entities. The highlighted areas can extract information from the overall spreadsheet by describing the plan structure of the spreadsheet.
Chaining in Spreadsheet Error Correction
A primary difficulty with spreadsheet error correction is that of understanding the structure of the spreadsheet (i.e., the underlying relationships between various cells and how computations are done). Drawing from the proposed activity framework, chaining activity helps users understand spreadsheet formulas by following cell references in formulas. Accordingly, chaining has been considered one of the most important activities involved in comprehending a given spreadsheet model and, consequently, chaining has received a lot of research attention (Hendry and Green, 1994; Davis, 1996; Shiozawa et al., 1999; Sajaniemi, 2000; Chan et al., 2000) .
The numerous cells in a typical spreadsheet model form a web with interconnections that are determined by formulas (Chan, 2004) . The formulas are in text form, and are usually hidden from the view of users. Even when the formulas are displayed, it is difficult for users to trace cell connections and remember them. However, these connections are essential to understanding a spreadsheet model, as users might need to track down the meaning of cell references to understand the formulas (Hendry and Green, 1994) , especially when spreadsheet errors are due to erroneous formulas. Therefore, tools are required to support chaining. Such tools should be able to highlight the relationships among cells that are connected through formulas.
Spatial overviews of complex data help in understanding trends, patterns, and relationships in the data (Vessey 2006) . Therefore, a spatial representation of interconnections among cells in a spreadsheet can help in understanding the overall structure of the spreadsheet by emphasizing the relationships among cells. Spreadsheet formulas and computations are usually not random and tend to follow some structural rules or patterns (Tukiainen and Sajaniemi, 1996) . Tools that help to create visualizations of the underlying structure of a given spreadsheet can highlight anomalies within the overall structure and help to identify potential errors. Thus, visually supported chaining activity can make the process of correcting spreadsheet errors simpler and more efficient, particularly when the errors are in the formulas.
The most common form of visualization support for chaining is found in Microsoft Excel, where a tool can draw an arrow from a precedent cell to its dependent cell. The dependent cell is the cell containing a formula that refers to one or more precedent cells. For instance, if cell A1 contains the formula "=B1+C1", then A1 is a dependent cell of its precedent cells B1 and C1. Intuitively, it seems that users will be faster in grasping that there is a relationship between A1 and B1 when there is an arrow going from B1 to A1, compared to when they have to read the formula in cell A1 and subsequently search for cell B1.
Role of Visualization Tools in Spreadsheet Error Correction
Spreadsheets are relatively easy to build, but their correctness is more difficult to ascertain because spreadsheet cells often contain computations and formulas that remain hidden from the user (Panko, 2006) . Because the structures of computations are difficult to grasp, errors go unnoticed. Thus, mechanisms for making spreadsheets easier to comprehend and errors easier to detect are required for spreadsheet error correction (Sajaniemi, 2000) . Tools can be used to draw a user's attention to relevant spreadsheet areas or cells and, therefore, help in the correction of spreadsheet errors.
By providing an overview of complex data sets, visualization generally allows for the exploitation of human spatial/visual capabilities (Tegarden,1999) , and helps in identifying areas of interest, structures, patterns, trends, and relationships in data (Grinstein and Ward, 2001; Vessey 2006) . Effective visualization through the use of illustration (such as images, diagrams, and graphs) can help guide a user's attention toward the key items in the presented information (Mayer, 1989) . Visual search research also suggests that human attention is allocated selectively to the objects in the visual field (Lachman et al., 1979; Van der Heijden, 1992) , and the ability to draw attention depends on the salience of the visual objects.
Thus, visualization tools can be used to give prominence to certain regions of the spreadsheet or to outline the overall structure of the spreadsheet. In the context of spreadsheets, visualization tools have already been developed for several purposes such as spreadsheet comprehension, error detection, debugging, and documenting, with different tools providing different amounts of user assistance (Sajaniemi, 2000) .
Given the apparent difficulties in identifying and correcting spreadsheet errors, there is an urgent need to evaluate the effects of various visualization tools and to understand how they can help users in spreadsheet error correction. Such knowledge can guide future research, as well as inform spreadsheet developers and users. In this study, we use cognitive fit theory (Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) as the underlying theoretical basis to explain the role of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction.
Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
Cognitive Fit Theory
Cognitive fit theory (Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) proposes that problem solving is a result of an individual's mental representation, which, in turn, depends on the problem-solving task that the user has to perform and the problem representation. Mental representation is defined as the way a problem is represented in human working memory. Problem representation refers to the way in which problem-related information is presented to the user. The problem-solving task corresponds to the actual task that the decision-maker is expected to perform. When the type of information emphasized by the problem representation matches the type of information required by the problemsolving task, there is a match between the problem representation and the problem-solving task, and the decision-maker relies on similar mental processes to act on the problem representation and to complete the task. This match results in a consistent mental representation of the problem and facilitates problem solving. However, when a mismatch occurs between the problem representation and the task, individuals have to use different cognitive processes to act on the problem representation and to solve the problem. This mismatch requires a transformation of the mental representation to derive a solution to the problem, which results in performance deterioration (Vessey, 1991) .
Goswami, Chan & Kim./The Role of Visualization Tools
The concept of cognitive fit in problem solving has been applied to investigate user performance in different kinds of decision-making contexts such as data presentation formats (graphs versus tables), comparison between tables and maps in managerial problem solving, different structures of maps in geographical information systems, multi-attribute data presentation, comparison between different accounting model representations, and programming tasks across different programming languages (refer to Vessey, 2006 for a detailed review on cognitive fit theory and the areas in which it has been applied).
The cognitive fit model in its basic form proposes improvements in performance due to a match between the problem-solving task and the problem representation. However, in a practical problemsolving situation, users are usually provided with tools to aid them in the problem-solving process, but the problem presentation is kept constant. Thus the cognitive fit model was extended to include the use of support tools and techniques in carrying out the problem-solving task (Sinha and Vessey, 1992) . This extended cognitive fit model (see Figure 1 ) contends that when there is a match between the type of information required by the problem-solving task, the type of information emphasized by the problem representation, and the type of information emphasized by a given problem-solving tool, problem solving will be more effective and efficient (Sinha and Vessey, 1992 ). An earlier experiment investigating the performance of tools used for specifying processes in structured analysis also indicated that the usefulness of a tool must be considered in the context of the task that users are required to perform (Vessey and Weber, 1986) , thus supporting the above proposition. Sinha and Vessey (1992) further found that for users performing programming tasks, irrespective of the problem representation, a match between the problem-solving tool and the task resulted in better performance.
Spreadsheet error correction is a form of problem solving, and, therefore, the notion of cognitive fit can be applied to investigate user performance in spreadsheet error correction. We are interested in understanding the role of visualization tools that support spreadsheet error correction. Thus, the extended cognitive fit model incorporating problem-solving tools is more appropriate in the context of this study. While most prior empirical studies in cognitive fit theory have examined the effects of a match between task characteristics and problem representation (Dennis and Carte, 1998; Dunn and Grabski, 2001; Sinha and Vessey, 1992; Smelcer and Carmel, 1997; Umanath and Vessey, 1994; Vessey, 1994; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) , this study examines the performance effects of a match between task characteristics and tool characteristics, keeping the characteristics of the problem representation as invariant. In the context of spreadsheet error correction, the problem representation takes the form of the spreadsheet models users have to work with. For the experiment in this study, we present the same spreadsheet models to all subjects. We describe the details regarding the problem-solving task and the tool in the following sections. The section ends with a discussion on the role of cognitive fit between the task and the tool. 
Problem-Solving Task: Correcting Link and Non-link Errors
Subjects were required to perform the task of spreadsheet error correction. Spreadsheet errors can be of many different types, and prior research has proposed many different schemes to classify errors. It is important to distinguish between different types of errors, as they might require different types of correction methods (Teo and Tan, 1999) and consequently different tools to aid in their correction.
Spreadsheet errors have been classified as domain errors and device errors (Galletta et al., 1993) ; quantitative errors or qualitative errors Tan, 1997, 1999) ; and, mechanical, omission, and logic errors (Panko and Halverson, 1996) . However, these error classification schemes are less relevant when a user has to work on a pre-built spreadsheet model with the purpose of correcting errors, because these classification schemes are mainly meant for explaining how spreadsheet errors occur. It might not be possible to say whether an error is a mechanical error or logic error or omission error after it has already been committed. Thus, from the point of view of designing visualization tools for spreadsheet error correction, these error classification schemes are less relevant.
We use an error taxonomy proposed by Chan (2004) especially for the purpose of spreadsheet error correction. According to this taxonomy, cells with computations or formulas can contain two primary types of errors -the cell has a missing or wrong reference (link error), or it has a missing or wrong operator (non-link error). Based on this classification scheme, if the correct formula is "=C4*C5," but it is entered as "=C3*C5" instead, then "C3" is the link error. If the entry is "=C4+C5," then "+" is the non-link error. The main reason for selecting this taxonomy is that the error classification is based on formulas in the spreadsheet cells, and to some extent, understanding and correcting spreadsheet formulas depends on the chaining activity that helps establish the interconnections among cells joined through formulas. Thus, we focus on these two types of error to investigate the role of chaining and the visualization tools supporting it.
Subjects were required to perform two separate error correction tasks (this includes looking through the spreadsheet, identifying the error as well as correcting it) -a) correcting link errors and b) correcting non-link errors in the given spreadsheet models. To identify a link error, a user first has to understand the underlying structure formed by the cell connections of the spreadsheet. Thus, the user first needs to perform chaining (i.e., track down the cell references in spreadsheet formulas). Identification of link errors in the spreadsheet is typically a two-part process -understanding the relationships or associations among the cells and finding cells that have erroneous associations based on the overall structure of the spreadsheet. Because spreadsheet formulas typically tend to follow some structural rules or patterns (Tukiainen and Sajaniemi, 1996) , anomalies or deviations in the overall pattern can help users to recognize and correct link errors.
On the other hand, identification of non-link errors does not require understanding the association among different cells. Rather, additional information on the purpose of the spreadsheet and how it originates might be necessary for correcting non-link errors. Chaining is thus not an essential step for the identification of non-link errors.
Problem-Solving Tool: Visualization Tool
We consider two different problem-solving tools in this study. One problem-solving tool is a standard Excel spreadsheet without a visualization tool 3 . The other problem-solving tool is a standard spreadsheet with the visualization tool. The visualization tool helps in performing the chaining activity and is similar to Microsoft Excel's arrow tool that allows users to trace chain paths. However, the visualization tool used in this study allows for a more detailed display of inter-cell relationships, as the chain paths involving all the precedents and or dependents of one particular row or column can be displayed at a click, as indicated by Figure 2 , with a spreadsheet model used by Galletta et al. (1997) . We provide detailed description of the tool in the Research Methodology section. The tool provides a spatial overview of the relationships among cells in the spreadsheet by using arrows to show all cells that are linked to a selected row or column of cells. Providing such a spatial overview eliminates the need to scan through individual formulas in each cell. The use of spatial representation (such as graphs and diagrams) is usually considered beneficial for the performance of tasks that involve perceptual processes, such as understanding relationships between pieces of information (Umanath and Vessey, 1994; Vessey, 2006; Xu et al., 2004) .
In general, it can be assumed that computations in spreadsheets are not random, but follow certain rules of "good structure", that is, constant values and formulas are usually located in such a way that they form a harmonious structure (Sajaniemi, 2000; Tukiainen and Sajaniemi, 1996) . Any formula violating this general pattern or structure can be a potential error within the spreadsheet. Therefore, the arrows used in the visualization tool also facilitate selective attention direction to a limited area in the spreadsheet i.e., localization of focus.
Using the given visualization tool localization of focus happens as follows: The user can select a particular column of the spreadsheet and use the visualization tool to view the precedent cells of the selected column. Assuming that the given spreadsheet is designed to have a good structure, it is likely that the tool will show a number of parallel arrows pointing from some other column to the selected column. If one of the cells in the selected column does not have an arrow pointing at it, or has an arrow that is not parallel to all the other arrows, then this anomaly in the overall pattern of arrows is likely to immediately grab the user's attention, resulting in localization of focus. Localization of focus is an important aspect of cognitive fit that can result in better performance, as the human attention span is a scarce commodity (Agarwal et al., 1996; Dunn and Grabski, 2001) .
Cognitive Fit between Error Correction and Visualization Tools
Based on the extended cognitive fit model, a match between the characteristics of the problemsolving task and the problem-solving tool will lead to better task performance when the problem representation is invariant. Efficiency or time taken to complete the task is a commonly used and relevant measure of performance in the literature (e.g., Galletta et al., 1997; Umanath and Vessey, 1994) . Accuracy is another common measure of performance for research on spreadsheet, and other areas (Chan 2004; Galletta et al. 1997; Teo and Lee-Partridge, 1999; Teo et al. 2006) . We focused on time taken to correct errors as the dependent variable of interest. At the same time, we designed the experiment in such a way that there was no trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in task performance (refer to the Experiment Design section).
Another likely consequence of the match between a problem-solving tool and task is the reduction of cognitive difficulties faced by users performing the task, which results in higher levels of confidence regarding their overall task performance (Dunn and Grabski, 2001 ). However, past research has been unable to consistently confirm this relationship, with findings showing that lower performance was associated with higher levels of confidence among users (Dickson et al., 1977) . Dunn and Grabski (2001) suggested the necessity of examining task completion time and confidence with respect to cognitive fit in a more comprehensive manner. Thus, time taken and confidence are the two dependent variables considered in this study.
In summary, this study considers two different problem-solving tasks: (1) correcting link errors and (2) correcting non-link errors. The correction of link errors depends on understanding cell connections by looking up the formula in the formula-containing cells to identify wrong or missing cell references. Thus, for correcting link errors, users need to perform two activities: understand the associations among cells, and then identify erroneous associations based on this understanding. The visualization tool can help accomplish both by presenting a spatial overview of the spreadsheet structure and by offering localization of focus. In contrast, when users are given a spreadsheet without the visualization tool, they must read and analyze the textual formulas in the spreadsheet cells to identify errors. This approach is tedious and time consuming. Therefore, the visualization tool helps users complete the task of correcting link errors faster than those who do not have the tool. Hence, it is hypothesized, H1: Users working with the visualization tool will correct link errors faster than users without the tool.
Cognitive fit theory suggests that a match among the problem representation, the requirements of the problem-solving task, and the problem-solving tool will alleviate the cognitive difficulties users face in performing the task. Such alleviation of cognitive difficulties can result in a higher level of confidence among users regarding their performance (Dunn and Grabski 2001) . Because there is cognitive fit when users correct link errors with the visualization tool as opposed to users correcting link errors without the visualization tool, it is hypothesized,
H2: Users working with the visualization tool will have higher levels of confidence in correcting link errors than users without the tool.
The visualization tool facilitates the perceptual processes involved in performing chaining, which is essential for the identification and correction of link errors. The identification and correction of non-link errors is more of an analytical process, since it involves understanding the purpose and content of the formulas, and then scrutinizing them for missing or wrong operators. Therefore, perceptual processes complemented by the tool are not necessary for the identification and correction of non-link errors. Identification of non-link errors may require some additional information on the purpose of the spreadsheet, such as domain knowledge (e.g., accounting knowledge if it is an accounting spreadsheet). Chaining activity is likely to be less important for non-link errors, where looking up cell references in formulas may tell little about a wrong or missing operator unless the user has additional information regarding the purpose or nature of the formulas.
Therefore, there will be a lack of cognitive fit for non-link error identification and correction with the given visualization tool. Because cognitive fit results in improved performance (Sinha and Vessey, 1992; Vessey, 1991; Vessey, 2006; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) , the visualization tool would be more effective in reducing the time taken to correct link errors than in reducing the time taken to correct non-link errors. This leads to the following hypothesis:
H3: Users working with the visualization tool will correct link errors faster than non-link errors.
When the information emphasized by the problem-solving tool (i.e., the visualization tool) matches the information emphasized by the task (i.e., correction of link errors), users are not required to perform any mental transformation of the information provided to derive a solution, and this is likely to reduce the cognitive difficulties faced in completing the task. When cognitive difficulties faced by users in performing a task decrease due to cognitive fit, users are likely to have higher levels of confidence in their task performance (Dunn and Grabski, 2001 ). As discussed above, while there is a fit when correcting link errors with the visualization tool, there is a lack of cognitive fit when correcting non-link errors with the visualization tool. Accordingly, it is hypothesized,
H4: Users working with the visualization tool will be more confident in correcting link errors than non-link errors.
Research Methodology
Experiment Design
A laboratory experiment was performed for hypotheses testing. The problem representation was constant, but we made a distinction between the two groups of subjects by providing the visualization tool to one group only. Both groups performed the same task of identifying and correcting link errors and non-link errors. Thus, the experiment used a mixed factorial design with two factors -type of tool (spreadsheet with or without the visualization tool), and type of error correction (link error correction and non-link error correction). Availability of the visualization tool was a between-subjects factor, and type of error correction was a within-subjects factor.
The group without the visualization tool consisted of 21 subjects, and the group with the tool consisted of 18 subjects. Volunteers from first-and second-year computer science (CS) and information systems (IS) undergraduate classes having some basic working knowledge of Microsoft Excel enrolled in a major university in Singapore were the subjects for the experiment. Each subject was paid SGD$30 (about US$20) to take part in the experiment. Figure 3 shows the experiment design. Hypotheses 1 and 2 were tested by comparing the performance in cells A and B. Hypotheses 3 and 4 were tested by comparing performance in cells A and C. While the relationships between the performance values in cell D and those in the other cells are not hypothesized, cell D can be used to indicate whether the treatment is effective. For example, the difference in performance observed by comparing the values in cell A and C should not be there when comparing the corresponding values in cells B and D to indicate that the visualization tool makes a significant difference in performance.
Link Error Correction
Non-link Error Correction
With Visualization Tool A C
Without Visualization Tool B D
Figure 3. Experiment Design
Subjects were given sufficient time to complete the given tasks. There were no monetary rewards for completing the task as fast as possible to prevent subjects from rushing through their tasks to earn more money. Instead, subjects were provided with an additional monetary incentive (another S$20) to correctly perform the task in order to ensure that subjects did not sacrifice accuracy over efficiency. Moreover, subjects could leave the experiment location as soon as they completed the experiment. Thus, the experiment was designed in such a way that subjects would be motivated to perform the task efficiently and at the same time be accurate enough to earn the additional reward. A post-hoc analysis of the number of errors corrected showed that an average of 14.56 (out of a maximum 16) errors were corrected. As the accuracy data distribution is not normal, a non-parametric test (Mann Whitney Test) across the two subject groups (i.e., with the tool and without the tool) shows a nonsignificant difference (z=.958, p=.0338). Therefore, the desired experimental design of having subjects focused on maximizing the accuracy of errors corrected was achieved.
Visualization Tool
A survey of the available dataflow visualization tools indicates that there are essentially two types of tools. The first type (e.g., the visualization tool in Chan (2004) ) enables users to view all the links in a given worksheet simultaneously, while the second type (e.g., Microsoft Excel's trace precedent and/or dependent tools) allows users to trace the dataflow paths of one cell at a time. The first type of tool can yield a rather messy worksheet, especially for large commercial spreadsheets containing many computations, and can cause information overload for users. With the second type of tool, it may be difficult to select the first cell to trace, especially when the user is unfamiliar with the spreadsheet
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being examined or when the user has to work with a large spreadsheet. Moreover, it becomes time consuming and tedious to use the tool one cell at a time.
To overcome these shortcomings, we developed a visualization tool for the purpose of this study. This tool allows the user to display the precedents and/or dependents for a whole row or column at a time. Figure 2 shows a sample screenshot of a student budget spreadsheet model (based on the model used in Galletta et al., 1997) , with dataflow visualization using the visualization tool. Using the given tool, users can display all the cell linkages involving the precedents and/or dependents of a particular row or column. In Figure 2 , all the precedent and dependent cells for the selected 8 th row are joined by arrows.
Experimental Procedure and Task
Subjects were required to correct four spreadsheet models, each spreadsheet having two link and two non-link errors. The spreadsheet models used in the experiment are: (1) a student budget, (2) an organizational budget, (3) a project estimate, and (4) an income forecast. The models were adapted from or similar to spreadsheet models used in other empirical studies such as Panko and Halverson (1996) and Galletta et al. (1997) . For illustration, the project estimate model is given in the Appendix. We developed a computer program for the purpose of randomly seeding errors into the spreadsheets, and each subject received spreadsheets with randomly incorporated errors. The main reason for using randomly generated errors was that the position of the error in the spreadsheet could affect the error correction performance. For example, it might be possible that errors that are located more toward the top-left corner of the spreadsheet are easier to detect than errors that are in the middle or bottom-right of the spreadsheet. Randomizations "assist in averaging-out the effects of extraneous factors that may be present" (Montgomery, 1997, p. 13) . After identifying and correcting each error, subjects were polled on their level of confidence regarding their performance on the given task.
We controlled factors that were not part of the experimental design to provide a common ground for comparison between the two groups. For example, all subjects were tested in the same laboratory and on personal computers (PC) having the same configuration to ensure homogeneity in environmental conditions. All subjects used the same four spreadsheets. We compared subjects' prior experience in using spreadsheets across groups and found no significant difference. The only difference between the two groups was the absence or presence of the visualization tool.
We carried out the experiment over multiple sessions, and in each experimental session subjects belonged only to either the treatment group (the group working with the visualization tool) or the control group (the group working without the visualization tool). For the experiment, each subject was assigned to one PC terminal in the laboratory, and asked to read a Microsoft Excel note and a training guide. The Excel note was a one-page list of basic Excel functions (e.g., SUM and MIN) and their brief descriptions. The training guide contained a brief introduction on the different types of errors to be found in the spreadsheets, followed by a sample spreadsheet exercise. The treatment group was also provided with a small write-up on the use of the visualization tool to correct errors. A basic demonstration based on the sample spreadsheet showed all subjects how to correct errors using the user interface in the experimental software. For the treatment group, the demonstration also included a short introduction to the visualization tool. After the demonstration, students were asked to work through the sample exercise from the training guide.
After the training, all subjects proceeded through the four spreadsheet models in the same sequence. For each spreadsheet model, subjects also received a textual description of the model. The subjects were informed that there were four errors (two link errors and two non-link errors) in each spreadsheet. The experiment lasted a total of two hours and 30 minutes, giving subjects more than sufficient time to complete the tasks. In a pilot experiment, four subjects (having levels of prior experience in using Excel similar to those of the control and treatment groups) performing the same task took slightly less than two hours.
After the introductory training and demonstration, subjects had to open each spreadsheet file, correct the errors, indicate the level of confidence on their performance after each error correction, and close the file after correcting the errors. Whenever a subject opened a new spreadsheet, the program would remind him to read the corresponding description of the spreadsheet model in the training Goswami, Chan & Kim./The Role of Visualization Tools guide booklet before proceeding. The timer started after the subject clicked on the "OK" button to confirm that he had completed reading the instructions. Immediately after the correction of each error on the spreadsheet, a pop-up window appeared in which subjects were asked to rate their confidence regarding the accuracy of their error correction on a 7-point Likert scale with (1) meaning very low confidence and (7) meaning very high confidence. For each error, the time (in minutes) was measured from clicking on "OK" until the arrival of the pop-up window just after the error had been corrected. The measured time for each error is the total time a subject took to identify and correct the error. In this study, the time reported includes the total time subjects took to perform all the subactivities involved in spreadsheet error correction such as browsing the spreadsheet to understand its purpose, detecting errors, and then correcting the errors. Based on this conceptualization, this study examines the effect of the visualization tool on error correction performance as a whole. Although no time limits were imposed for correcting individual spreadsheets, subjects were not allowed to return to a spreadsheet once they had finished and closed it. Table 2 reports the descriptive statistics of the experiment. The values for time taken are derived by summing the time taken to identify and correct each type of error across the four spreadsheet models for all subjects and then calculating the average value for each subject. Thus, the value 36.6 minutes in Table 2 denotes the average time taken by each subject in the treatment group (with visualization tool) to identify and correct a total of eight link errors (two errors each in four spreadsheets). For confidence, the maximum value can be 56 (7 point scale x 8 errors), and the value 52.2 represents the average confidence reported by each subject in the treatment group in identifying and correcting eight link errors. We performed a multivariate analysis with repeated measures using SPSS to identify the main and interaction effects of the two factors on the two dependent variables -time taken and confidence (see Table 3 ). The results indicate that while there is no main effect due to group (i.e., the tool), there is a main effect from error-type, and also a significant effect due to the interaction between error-type and group. When there is an interaction effect, it overrides the presence or absence of main effects.
Data Analysis and Results
We performed univariate tests to individually examine the effects of the two factors and their interaction on each dependent variable (see Table 4 ). Table 4 shows that there is a significant interaction effect of group and error type on both time and confidence. We carried out separate t-tests to confirm the significance of the differences among the descriptive statistics, and analyze the effects of the tool and error type on the two dependent variables. The indicates that the presence of the visualization tool did not make any significant difference (t=.901, p=0.37). Thus, Hypothesis 2 is not supported. For the group using the visualization tool, a comparison between time taken to correct link errors (mean = 36.6 minutes) and time taken to correct non-link errors (mean = 54.3 minutes) shows that subjects took a significantly shorter time to correct link errors (t=-6.09, p=0.001), thus supporting Hypothesis 3. Similarly, for the group using the visualization tool, subjects reported significantly higher levels of confidence in correcting link errors (mean = 52.2) than in correcting non-link errors (mean = 46.0) as indicated by the t-test (t=3.48, p=0.003), thus supporting Hypothesis 4.
Other than the hypothesized relationships, we observe that for the group without the visualization tool, the difference in terms of time taken to correct link errors (mean = 46.0 minutes) and the time taken to correct non-link errors (mean = 43.7 minutes) is insignificant (t=0.95, p=0.36). Similarly, for the without visualization group, the difference in the confidence in correcting link errors (mean = 50.0) and the confidence in correcting non-link errors (mean = 48.8) is insignificant (t=1.14, p=0.27). These insignificant differences in time and confidence in correcting the two types of errors without a visualization tool further confirms that the visualization tool makes a significant difference in subjects' performance in the correction of link and non-link errors.
Discussion and Implications
Discussion of Findings
The results of the experiment support the basic proposition that a visualization tool designed to support chaining activity has a positive effect on the performance of tasks that are dependent on chaining, such as the correction of link errors. Results indicate that subjects using a visualization tool that facilitates chaining were significantly faster in identifying and correcting link errors, compared to subjects without the tool. Thus, the experiment provides empirical validation of the cognitive fit theory and the extended cognitive fit model (Sinha and Vessey, 1992; Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) by showing that a fit between the problem-solving task and the problem-solving tool, when the problem representation is kept invariant, results in better task performance.
However, for the second dependent variable -confidence, the experiment results show that the presence of the visualization tool did not make any significant difference for correcting link errors. Thus, cognitive fit does not necessarily result in higher levels of confidence. While Hypothesis 2 is not supported, the finding is in line with prior research, which could not confirm the relationship between cognitive fit and confidence (Dunn and Grabski, 2001 ). This finding could be due to the fact that unlike the measure of time as a performance indicator, confidence is a subjective measure that can be influenced by several other factors, such as an individual's personality and the complexity of the task.
Also, subjects with the tool took significantly less time (Hypothesis 3) and reported significantly higher confidence (Hypothesis 4) in correcting link errors than in correcting non-link errors. This is because, unlike link errors, non-link errors are not dependent on chaining; and the presence of the tool did not result in cognitive fit. Thus, there was a lack of fit between the visualization tool and the task of nonlink error correction, while there was cognitive fit between the tool and the task of link error correction. These findings are consistent with the basic proposition of the cognitive fit theory.
In addition to the hypothesized relationships, there are some interesting observations. The finding that there was no significant difference in terms of time taken and confidence levels between link and non-link errors for the group without the visualization tool, while the difference was significant for the group with the visualization tool, further confirmed that the visualization tool had a significant influence on link error correction performance. For non-link errors, a significant deterioration of performance (both in terms of time taken and confidence reported) was observed when subjects were provided with the visualization tool. There can be two possible explanations for this deterioration of performance.
The first explanation can be that subjects were distracted by the visualization when it was not required. This explanation is based on the notion of information overload and its effect on human beings. It has been shown that when users are faced with an increased information overload (when the information is redundant and does not convey any additional meaning with respect to the task), they will attempt to use all the available information; this results in increased cognitive effort to solve the task (Umanath and Vessey, 1994 ). In the current experiment, subjects who worked with the visualization tool had access to information (in the form of arrows depicting cell relationships) that was unrelated to the task of identifying non-link errors. This unrelated information could have resulted in their getting distracted by the arrows, which were not helpful in correcting non-link errors, and, therefore, they ended up spending more time in identifying non-link errors and being less confident about their performance.
The second explanation is based on the notion of "localization of focus" (Agarwal et al., 1996; Dunn and Grabski, 2001) , which can be applied to understand the underlying mechanism that subjects work through on a given spreadsheet to identify and correct errors. In the absence of a visualization aid, there was nothing to guide subjects; thus their attention did not get drawn to any specific area of the spreadsheet. It was likely that they began with a random scanning of the whole spreadsheet and corrected errors as and when they were able to detect them, and they ended up spending an almost equal amount of time in correcting both types of error. However, the visualization tool showed the precedent and dependent relationships, and thus helped in highlighting areas where there were deviations from the standard patterns or relationships among the cells. Localization of focus to areas with link errors is thus likely to have happened in the presence of the visualization tool. So subjects were able to identify and correct link errors first, and then try to find the non-link errors, and therefore took more time correcting non-link errors than correcting link errors.
Limitations
The results of this study should be interpreted in the context of its limitations. The use of a controlled laboratory experiment gives rise to limitations that are inherent to this research methodology. The use of student subjects is a practical limitation; however, prior research has also argued that this does not necessarily affect the generalizability of the results (Campbell, 1986; Dipboye and Flanagan, 1979) . Using CS/IS majors as subjects may raise concerns that these students are more experienced in using Excel spreadsheets compared to a general population of students. However, the error correction tasks that subjects were required to perform did not require any specialized Excel skills and so we do not view this as a matter of major concern, as all subjects had similar levels of experience with Excel.
Another possible limitation of this study arises from subjects in the treatment group being introduced to the visualization tool for the first time during the experiment. Since they had to work through four spreadsheets, each containing four errors, two of each type, it is possible that subjects got more familiar with the visualization tool over time, and this could have had an effect on their performance as they progressed from one spreadsheet to the next. Future studies can be designed so as to expose subjects to the visualization tool ahead of the experiment and allow them to become familiarized with the tool over a longer period of time before performing the actual experimental tasks.
The results of this study are specific to the visualization tool used in this study. The tool shows precedents for all cells within a single row or a single column simultaneously. Microsoft Excel's trace precedents tool can show precedents for only one cell at a time; hence it may take more time for users to click on every cell, instead of an entire row or column. At the other extreme, the visualization tool used by Chan et al. (2000) allows precedents to be displayed over the entire spreadsheet. Although this can reduce clicking time, especially in the case of large spreadsheets, there is a tradeoff in terms of the clarity of the representation --too many arrows can result in a messy spreadsheet and overload users with information. Therefore, more empirical studies may be needed to determine the optimal number of cells, rows, or columns that can be selected at a time to display the precedent Finally, this study is primarily targeted toward chaining, which is believed to be a very important activity in spreadsheet correction. However, spreadsheet error correction involves other activities as well, such as starting, browsing, and differentiating. For testing other activities in the framework, hypotheses and empirical evaluations involving different kinds of support tools and different error types are needed. Future research can examine other activities in the framework and the effects of supporting tools on error correction. Further, the current tool could support other activities in addition to chaining. For instance, the visualization tool is likely to help users in deciding where to start looking for errors (i.e, starting). However, this study only considers the role of the visualization tool in supporting chaining.
Theoretical Implications
This research has several implications for theory. First, this study draws on Ellis' (1989) framework for classifying information-seeking behavior and shows that it can be used for characterizing spreadsheet error correction activities. The framework explains the different activities involved in spreadsheet error correction, and has considerable implications for future spreadsheet research. The framework allows existing visualization tools to be categorized in terms of the activities they support, thus making it easier to determine their roles in spreadsheet auditing and error correction; researchers can also devise specific ways of validating their effectiveness. In other words, the framework allows researchers to link tools to activities and investigate the corresponding implications for performance.
Visualization tools are often seen as a way to address the problems faced in detecting and correcting errors in spreadsheets; and consequently, several types of visual support tools have been proposed in the literature (Burnett et al., 2002; Chan et al., 2000; Hendry and Green, 1994; Igarashi et al., 1998; and Sajaniemi, 2000) . However, until now there has been little theoretical basis to support or validate claims regarding the usefulness or effectiveness of these tools. Thus, the second important implication of this study is to provide a theoretically motivated understanding of the role of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction.
We use cognitive fit theory (Sinha and Vessey, 1992; Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) as the theoretical basis to explain the effect of a visualization tool on spreadsheet error correction. This study is the first of its kind to apply cognitive fit theory to spreadsheet error correction, and suggests that better performance can result when there is cognitive fit between the visualization tool and the error correction task. Thus, another important implication of this study is the opening up of a new domain of application for cognitive fit theory (Vessey, 1991; Vessey and Galletta, 1991) , and more specifically the extended cognitive fit model (Sinha and Vessey, 1992) , which is more suitable in the context of this study.
Most previous research has hypothesized directly from visualization tool to performance, without providing any theoretical reasoning behind the relationships and often reporting insignificant effects or mixed findings (e.g., Davis, 1996; Chan, 2004) . This study can help in interpreting the findings of earlier studies. Davis (1996) reported an experiment that compared the arrow tool (which gives a visual display of arrows from precedent cells to dependent cells) with the method of listing precedents and dependents textually as found in older versions of Excel (version 3.0). The experiment did not find any significant difference in error correction performance. Applying cognitive fit perspective and the activity framework, an explanation for this finding is that the errors that subjects had to correct did not emphasize the chaining activity that was supported by the provided arrow tool. Therefore, the mental processes involved in solving the experimental task in Davis (1996) did not match the mental processes that were facilitated by visualization support from the tool.
Using a similar visualization tool, Chan (2004) reported mixed results on time taken to correct different error types. These mixed findings also reflect the basic proposition of the current study --that spreadsheet error correction is not a single activity, but can be broken down into a number of steps or separate activities. Different tools can be targeted toward supporting different activities. Finally, in line with cognitive fit theory, the results of this study indicate that a visualization tool is effective only when there is a match between the tool and the problem-solving task at hand. Performance enhancement due to the visualization tool was restricted to link errors, which are reliant on chaining activity, as opposed to non-link errors. Thus, compared to previous studies (such as Davis, 1996; Teo and Lee-Partridge, 1999; Teo and Tan, 1997) , this study contributes to a finer understanding of the effect of visualization tools on spreadsheet error correction, showing the main and interaction effects.
Future research may consider using the "thinking aloud" mechanism and "protocol analysis" to get a better understanding of the process subjects go through when correcting errors in spreadsheets, both in the presence and absence of visualization tools. This can help in further validating the usefulness of visualization tools in spreadsheet error correction.
Practical Implications
Providing a visualization tool in itself is not useful if the tool is not suitable for the error correction task at hand. In fact, there is a probability that such a tool can be counter-productive, as reflected by the deterioration of performance in correcting non-link errors in the experiment. Thus, any form of visualization support for spreadsheet error correction should match the requirements of the task to be effective. In this context, the activities involved in error correction first have to be identified, and then tools targeted toward specific activities should be designed.
Various types of errors should be analyzed to identify the activities that are crucial in correcting such errors. Identifying an activity or a sequence of activities that are critical in correcting different errors is an important step toward designing visualization tools that are better matched for different errors, and can enhance performance in spreadsheet error correction. For instance, this study shows that chaining is more important for the correction of link errors than for the correction of non-link errors. Prior research has already shown that domain expertise and spreadsheet expertise have a positive effect on spreadsheet auditing performance in terms of speed and the number of errors that are correctly identified (Galletta et al., 1993) . The current research additionally suggests that knowledge on the typology of spreadsheet errors, the activities involved in error correction, and the tools that can be used for performing these activities can positively affect spreadsheet error correction. Therefore, organizations can consider providing training to spreadsheet users and auditors to improve their expertise in spreadsheet error identification and correction. Such training could provide an overview of the different types of errors that can occur in spreadsheets and the different activities that are involved in spreadsheet error correction, and help in the recognition of activities that are salient in correcting each error type and an understanding of the various error correction tools that are available and the activities that they support.
The activity framework proposed in this paper contributes toward this direction. It serves the purpose of delineating various error correction activities and matching them with appropriate visualization tools. This paper provides preliminary guidelines for establishing such a match by reviewing some of the tools already in existence for spreadsheet auditing, and by tracking the different error correction activities these tools can support. As a case in point, this study also shows that for correcting link errors, chaining activity is highly important, and therefore a visualization tool that supports chaining is effective in correcting link errors. Future research can further develop these guidelines and use them to train spreadsheet users on which tool is suitable for which error, or the order in which tools from a given tool-set should be used when correcting spreadsheets. Users can improve their performance in spreadsheet error corrections by matching the error correction activity and the tools.
The proposed framework can act as a guideline for software developers in designing and developing spreadsheet error correction tools targeting each error correction activity in the framework. Software developers can consider integrating different tools and developing a rule-base that manages the relationships among error types, activities, and tools. Such a set of integrated tools with a rule-base could facilitate spreadsheet error corrections by selecting and activating the matched tool.
Conclusion
Spreadsheet errors are common and often have far-reaching consequences (Panko, 2005) . Research, especially in the domain of software engineering or design sciences, has been advocating the use of visualization tools as an answer to the high incidence of spreadsheet errors and issues faced when auditing spreadsheets and correcting errors in them. The use of spreadsheets and the error rates in them have seen no decline over time (Panko, 2005) . However IS research (except for a few examples, such as Chan, 2004; Galletta et al., 1993; Galletta et al., 1997; Panko and Halverson, 2001 ) has been rather silent in addressing the problem with spreadsheet errors. This research strives to address the problem by providing theoretical and practical insights toward understanding the problem of spreadsheet error correction.
Going beyond previous research, this study provides firm theoretical development and testing based on cognitive fit theory to explain the effects of a visualization tool on spreadsheet error correction with the development of an activity framework of spreadsheet error correction. The activity framework delineates and categorizes the spreadsheet error correction activities, and cognitive fit theory is used as the theoretical basis to explain the role of a visualization tool on spreadsheet error correction. The framework contributes to a better understanding of spreadsheet error correction activities and helps in establishing a match between the activities and their supporting visualization tools. By focusing on chaining activity -which is considered one of the most important activities in spreadsheet error correction --this study highlights the importance of cognitive fit between the type of task (which in the present case is that of link error correction and non-link error correction) and the visualization tool for attaining better performance. The findings provide guidelines for designing more effective means of visual support in spreadsheet error correction.
